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T he debate surrounding the role of the fashion show today is escalating, as more
designers opt to shake up the runway format.

A rise in digital integration at fashion shows means that the audience at home and within
the venue consumes and creates media instantaneously, but typically that feeling of
instant gratification ends there, as consumers then wait months for the collection to
become available for purchase. In a world where shopping is often just a click away, this
delayed path from runway to retail can feel dated, prompting a number of brands to
attempt to fix the format.
"As fashion industry continues to evolve and becomes more digitized, the old rules will
have to change," said Yuli Ziv, founder/CEO of Style Coalition and author of "Fashion 2.0:
Season of Change: A Forecast of Digital T rends Set to Disrupt the Fashion Industry," New
York. "Collections, seasons, fashion weeks, buyers, magazine editors—everything and
everyone are being challenged these days.
"Inevitably, many processes will be redefined, and powers will shift," she said. "Despite

the threat to the old-school industry establishments, the restructure will be a healthy thing
and will eventually lead to enhanced productivity, which in turn will leave fashion brands
and retailers with more time and resources to innovate.
"One of the reasons that fashion brands don’t heavily invest in innovation is that they’re
preoccupied with the chase after the next season. More designers should be creating
products with long-term goals and thinking about turning them into multi-seasonal
successes, instead of trying to capture the current trend of the season and move onto
something else in the next collection. Only a long-term approach could create truly
innovative products."
Ready-to-wear
On Feb. 5, Burberry announced it would be shaking up its runway calendar beginning in
September, opting for two shows a year instead of the usual four. T hese presentations will
now feature seasonless apparel for both men and women, all of which will be available
immediately after the runway show.

Finale for Burberry spring/summer 2015 women's wear show
Burberry will also be releasing a coordinated ad campaign right after the runway show,
capitalizing on the momentum of the event (see story).
Prior to this announcement, Burberry had experimented with immediate gratification,
allowing consumers to purchase select items from its runway show online (see story).
Since the start of 2016, Burberry has also been designing seasonless collections, creating
a mix of apparel and accessories suitable for more than just a fraction of the year.
"For those who work in fashion, we're used to working within a number of calendar
systems that include market, retail, manufacturing, etc. We're constantly working on an
array of seasons," said Kimmie Smith, co-founder/creative director of Accessory2, New
York. "T his is truly the trade/industry side of the business, but on the consumer side the
calendars and deliveries don't translate.
"For those who shop there is a divide between going online or within their retail locations
to purchase items that are not in season—and we're not even talking about the fact that the

weather is making it impossible to stay in step with product that is coming into stores,
juggling between fast fashion offerings, seeing behind-the-scenes brand content that
within a few days showcases what is being made months ahead versus those that are
available now," she said.
"T he system is confusing and it's because of the access to digital innovations. T he
fashion calendar works for those that are industry side—although modifications can be
tweaked here—but is completely out of touch with those that consume fashion."
In a 2015 presentation, Stylus Fashion’s Sue Evans had advocated a shift from the
traditional seasons to a mix of heavy and light items, partly to account for fashion’s
increasingly global audience. She explained that brands should take into account the fact
that when winter hits in Europe, Australians need summer attire (see story).

Louis Vuitton's spring runway collection included leather pieces
"T he chase after spring, fall, resort and pre-fall seasons is pointless when we have chains
like H&M and T arget coming up with collections every week or so," Ms. Ziv said. "What’s
interesting about these collections is the fact that they often cross the lines between
seasons, and their pieces could be mixed and matched. Designers should be focusing on
creating bestselling pieces which can stand out on their own, instead of worrying about
making a cohesive seasonal collection to please fashion critics.
"T here is something liberating about the idea of ignoring seasons and focusing only on
great products," she said. "With the growth of ecommerce there is no need to follow
seasonal rules—the online customers are coming from all over the world, from different
climates and different demographics.
"Every item created has a potential to reach its target consumer at any given time. While

brick-and-mortar stores have to answer to the local demand, online stores have limitless
possibilities when it comes to reaching the right customer."

Burberry runway ecommerce feature for menswear fall/winter 2014 show
Also on Feb. 5, T om Ford said he would be moving his scheduled Feb. 18 fall/winter 2016
show to September, placing the clothes in a more seasonally appropriate time. T he show
will now coincide with the arrival of the collection in-stores and online, removing any
delay from runway to retail.
In a brand statement, the label’s eponymous designer explains, “In a world that has
become increasingly immediate, the current way of showing a collection four months
before it is available to customers is an antiquated idea and one that no longer makes
sense. We have been living with a fashion calendar and system that is from another era.
Our customers today want a collection that is immediately available.
“Fashion shows and the traditional fashion calendar, as we know them, no longer work in
the way that they once did. We spend an enormous amount of money and energy to stage
an event that creates excitement too far in advance of when the collection is available to
the consumer,” he continued. “Showing the collection as it arrives in stores will remedy
this, and allow the excitement that is created by a show or event to drive sales and satisfy
our customers’ increasing desire to have their clothes as they are ready to wear them.”
T his event was already meant to be a departure from the norm, as the brand was planning
to stage an intimate preview instead of the lavish, theatrical shows of its peers (see story).
Breaking the fashion show mold is becoming a trend for T om Ford, as the brand opted
out of a runway show altogether for spring/summer 2016, opting instead for a social video
of models hosting a dance party in his latest designs (see story).
Embedded Video: https://www.youtube.com/embed/JiSQHJ_a5Z0?rel= 0

T om Ford Women's Wear SS16
For the past few years, designers have been shaking up the fashion calendar by offering
merchandise right after the runway show.
Moschino regularly invites consumers to watch its livestreams and shop a capsule
collection right off the runway.

Similarly, Versace let customers immediately buy items from its Anthony Vaccarello for
Versus runway show in 2014, speeding up the wait time for new merchandise.

Versus Versace live-stream
T ypically, the months between a fashion show and store availability give fast fashion
retailers the opportunity to copy the original design before the real thing is available for
purchase. Moving up the production process to before the show and making items
available right away may help Versace beat fast fashion at its own game (see story).
"Immediate collections make the most sense," Ms. Smith said. "As someone who attends
shows, knowing that a garment that hit the runway is available immediately after the show
will not only increase excitement but sales.
"It allows for brands to focus on all the creative so that everything comes out at the same
time," she said. "Fewer runway shows reduces the amount of time spent to create them as
well as being able to target their customers better."
Fashion fatigue
T he never-ending cycle of fashion shows is the likely culprit behind the departure of a
number of designers, most notably Dior’s former creative director Raf Simons.
With upwards of four shows a year, and six or more at couture houses, designers need to
pump out new collections ready for the runway every couple of months. A move away
from so many shows may help an industry that has recently had trouble holding onto
talent.
T here is no clear answer yet as to what the ideal runway show format looks like, but the
issue has been noted by the industry.
T he Council of Fashion Designers of America is looking to find a solution for what many
in the industry find to be a “broken system”—the fashion show.
An immediacy of content streaming from social media means that consumers are now
experiencing collections right as they happen, but in most cases the same clothes that
come down the runway are not available for sale until months in the future. T o try to find
answers about what place the runway show actually holds in today’s fashion calendar, the

CFDA has contracted Boston Consultancy Group to conduct a study (see story).
"T hese days, runway shows are slowly turning into marketing platforms for brands," Ms.
Ziv said. "T hey are transforming from insider-only events attended mainly by magazine
editors and buyers into highly publicized events syndicated live across multiple channels.
"In addition, as brands are becoming more independent from buyers’ opinions, they can
test and release products directly to consumers," she said. "Direct ecommerce becomes a
powerful channel for a brand’s marketing and sales.
"Brands have to start making their own rules—whether they choose to present a full
collection or just one dress, whether they do it in September or January and whether
they’re competing with hundreds of their peers at fashion week events. Once brands
release themselves of these limitations, the possibilities for introducing their products will
be endless.
"Maybe it’s a runway show, an art installation or a concert? Perhaps it’s an ongoing event
released in parts, just like a T V series, driving anticipation? Maybe it’s part crowdsourced? T he new product presentation can be anything, not just an expensive fiveminute-long runway show in which people fight for the best iPhone shot from the last
row."

Marc Jacobs spring/summer 2016 runway show
While the runway format may shift over time, the fashion show is not likely to disappear
entirely.
"T he idea of presenting during fashion week is always being challenged," Ms. Smith said.
"Some invite media to a behind-the-scenes photo shoot where they can come by and see
the line being shot and can share socially. Others create standing presentations that allow
those to come in at specified times throughout the day. But over the past few months,
having larger brands challenging the model has created an open discussion to shake up
how fashion week can be worked within.
"Fashion shows will always exist in some form whether they are large productions or

intimate ones, but doing them in season like what T om Ford will do in September is a
page that every brand needs to consider," she said. "T he same designer tweaked
the runway show model by making it a video that went viral due to creating excitement to
present the upcoming season, include key models with great social following and to
launch Lady Gaga's new song.
"I believe that brands who continue to present runway shows within the current model are
those that have larger budgets that can support the expense due to the iconic nature of the
brand. But being able to deviate from the current formula will allow brands to
competitively showcase their lines in the way that makes the most sense for them."
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